
SQUARE NUMBER TWO:  Railway Stitch -- Originally knit 
as a sock on US000 needles and published in 1889, this is 
a six-row repeat of knit and purl stitches.  It creates a 
woven-looking fabric with “rails” of vertical knit stitches.

After you complete the five seed stitch rows from Square Number One, if you are 
knitting the first five squares in a connected strip (and I recommend you do) THEN knit 
the next eight rows ACROSS ALL 45 STITCHES.  If you are knitting this in multiple 
colors, then this garter stitch section (which is between every square) is a great place to 
tie everything together with a single coordinating color. HOWEVER, if you are knitting in 
more than one color, ALWAYS ADD THE NEW COLOR BY STARTING IT ON A RIGHT 
SIDE ROW.  You want to have four garter ridges on the right side of the fabric, as in the 
photo below:
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To set up for the next square, SEED STITCH the next four rows, then seed one more 
row to the last 5 stitches, MAKE 1 new stitch by backwards loop cast on to the RH 
needle, end row by:  (K1, P1) X 2, K1. (46 stitches)

PATTERN ROWS:

Row 1:  (RIGHT SIDE)  Seed 5, *K1, P1, K1, P2; repeat from * to last 6 stitches, K1, 
Seed 5 stitches.

Row 2:  (WRONG SIDE)  Seed 5, P1, *K2, P1, K1, P1; repeat from * to last 5 stitches, 
Seed 5 stitches.

Row 3:  Seed 5, KNIT to the last 5 sts, Seed 5.

Row 4:  Seed 5, P1, *K1, P1, K2, P1; repeat from * to last 5 sts, Seed 5.

Row 5:  Seed 5, *K1, P2, K1, P1; repeat from * to last 6 sts, K1, Seed 5.

Row 6:  Seed 5, PURL to the last 5 sts, Seed 5.  

Repeat Rows one through six (1-6) until piece measures 9.25 inches from the cast on 
edge ENDING by completing ROW 6.  Next row SEED to the last 6 stitches, knit 2 sts 
together, then (P1, K1) X 2  (45 sts).  Seed 4 more rows.  Work 8 rows in garter stitch 
(knit every row).
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